UNITED STATES

UNITED STATES. Franklin (b.) An Examination of the probable effect of the reduction of postage. As proposed to be made by the Bill introduced into the senate of the United States by the Hon. Mr. Merrick of Maryland. [Washington, 1844.]

— Gassner (H.) and Capen (c.) Minor varieties. A description of all minor varieties of postage stamps and U.S. envelopes. New York, 1894.


— Horner (w. k. v.) History and catalogue of the stamped envelopes of the United States. Philadelphia, Pa. 1879.


— Hunter (o.) To stamp dealers and collectors. [Price list of Wells, Fargo and Co.'s and other United States local posts stamps. Three editions.] New York, [1865-67.]


— Law (p. h.) and Wood (w. a.) The Postage stamps of the United States. Hanley, 1895.


— Luff (j. n.) The Postage stamps of the United States. New York, 1907.

— Mereel (c. h.) The History of the postage stamps of the St. Louis postmaster 1845-47. St. Louis, Mo., 1895.


— Moens (r. b.) and Lesley (j.) Timbres d'offices Américains avec leurs prix de vente. Brazailes, 1868.

— Nast (p. a.) A Tentative price list of entire U.S. envelopes.


— ** Wanting. A list of these Patents, with abstracts from the Specifications, by the Earl of Crawford, K.T., is published in the "London Philatelist" for 1900, commencing in the July number.


— ** Wanting.


— ** Wanting.
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